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Background and Purpose—Shoulder pain is a well-known complication after stroke, but data on prevalence, predictors,
and outcome in unselected stroke populations are limited.
Methods—During a 1-year period, 416 first-ever stroke patients were included in the population-based Lund Stroke
Register. After 4 months, 327 patients were followed up and 1 year later, the surviving 305 patients were followed up
again. General status (National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score) was registered at stroke onset. Shoulder pain
intensity (visual analog scale, score 0 to 30⫽no–mild and 40 to 100⫽moderate–severe pain); arm motor function;
restricted dressing and/or ambulating; and functional status (Barthel Index) were registered at both follow ups.
Results—Shoulder pain onset within 4 months after stroke was reported by 71 patients (22%). Among the 61 patients able
to score the visual analog scale, 79% had moderate–severe pain. One year later, 8 of these 71 patients had died, 17 had
no remaining pain, and 28 additional patients had developed shoulder pain since the first follow up. Lost or impaired
arm motor function and high National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score were predictors of shoulder pain. Shoulder
pain restricted daily life often or constantly when dressing for 51%/31% and when ambulating for 29%/13% of the
patients at 4 and 16 months, respectively.
Conclusion—Almost one third of the 327 patients developed shoulder pain after stroke onset, a majority with moderate–
severe pain. Shoulder pain restricts patients’ daily life after stroke. The increased risk of shoulder pain for patients with
impaired arm motor function and/or low general status needs close attention in poststroke care. (Stroke. 2007;38:343348.)
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S

and predictors, in a population-based group of first-ever
stroke patients.

houlder pain has been reported to be one of the most
common complications after stroke.1,2 The incidence
varies between 9% and 40% depending on patient group and
study design.1– 4 Different studies have used various terms for
shoulder pain, eg, shoulder pain in hemiplegia,5– 8 hemiplegic
shoulder pain,9 and poststroke shoulder pain.4 Sometimes, it
is unclear whether only proximal pain in the arm was assessed
or if also more distal arm pain was included.10 Shoulder pain
hinders rehabilitation, is an important contributor to length of
hospital stay,11 and has been associated with depression4 and
decreased quality of life.12 Several factors have been related
to shoulder pain after stroke such as paralysis,3,4,13,14 restricted range of motion in the shoulder,5,6,13 spasticity,7,8
right hemispheric cerebrovascular lesion and left hemiplegia,6,8 sensory abnormalities,4,8 diabetes mellitus,3 low Barthel Index score,11 and inappropriate handling of the patient.9
Recovery from shoulder pain may occur in 80%.4
We recently reported that pain of any type and location is
common in patients after a stroke.15 The aim of this report
was to provide more detailed data about shoulder pain,
including prevalence, characteristics, influence on daily life,

Materials and Methods
A total of 416 consecutive first-ever stroke patients with stroke onset
between March 1, 2001, and February 28, 2002, was included in the
Lund Stroke Register. The Lund Stroke Register covers the population of Lund-Orup, including 8 municipalities with 234 505 inhabitants (December 31, 2001) representing the local catchment area of
Lund University Hospital. The methods for detecting the first-ever
stroke patients during the defined period have been described
previously.15 All patients but one with a final diagnosis of first-ever
stroke underwent computed tomography scan of the brain.
During the first days at the hospital ward, all patients were
assessed by a physical therapist, an occupational therapist, and a
nurse in accordance with clinical routine to establish rehabilitation
needs. Patients needing rehabilitation after discharge from the acute
care ward are routinely referred to the specialized rehabilitation unit,
the hospital outpatient rehabilitation unit, or rehabilitation in the
community or primary care.
All surviving patients were contacted 4 (follow-up I) and 16
months (follow-up II) (median) after stroke onset and offered a
personal appointment with a nurse specialist (A.J.) and a physical
therapist (I.L.), who performed all follow-up assessments in collab-
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oration. Approximately 70% of the patients examined were able to
come to the outpatient clinic, whereas the remainder was examined
in primary care centers (approximately 10%), nursing homes (approximately 10%), or their own homes (approximately 10%).
Informed consent was obtained from each participant or, if the
patients were confused or had sensory dysphasia, their spouses or
significant others. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Faculty of Medicine, Lund University.

Baseline Assessments
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We registered the following baseline variables: age, gender, National
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, main type stroke
(cerebral infarction, intracerebral hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemorrhage, undefined) and subtype stroke. The version of the NIHSS we
used included an item for right and left hand motor function
(maximum 2 points for each hand).16 The stroke subtype was defined
according to the Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project classification system: total anterior circulation syndrome; large anterior
circulation infarct with both cortical and subcortical involvement,
partial anterior circulation syndrome (more restricted and predominantly cortical infarcts), lacunar syndromes (infarcts confined to the
territory of the deep perforating arteries), and posterior circulation
syndrome (infarcts clearly associated with the vertebrobasilar arterial
territory).17 Because impaired glucose metabolism has been associated with shoulder impairment,18 we also registered presence of
diabetes mellitus (blood glucose ⱖ6.1 mmol/L or serum glucose
ⱖ7.0 mmol/L at repeated measurements or earlier diagnosed).
Patients were asked if they had ever experienced shoulder pain
before stroke onset (yes/no).
Primary activities of daily living before stroke were assessed by
interview regarding ambulation indoor and outdoor, dressing, and
toileting.19 Patients were considered to have been independent if they
had been able to manage these activities without help.

Follow-Up Assessments
At follow up, the patients’ functional status was assessed with
Barthel Index (BI) and divided into 3 grades of dependence:
independence (BI score 95 to 100), moderate dependence (BI score
60 to 90), and major dependence (BI score 0 to 55).20,21
Patients’ views on different aspects of shoulder pain that had
developed after stroke were explored by a structured questionnaire
including time of onset (0 to 2 weeks after stroke onset, 2 weeks to
2 months after stroke, or ⬎2 months after stroke), frequency
(constantly, often, or occasionally), use of analgesics, relation to
movement or rest, and to dressing and ambulation. At the time of the
interview, patients indicated their worst self-perceived shoulder pain
during the past 48 hours on a 0 to 100 mm visual analog scale (VAS)
marked at one end “no pain” and at the other “worst imaginable
pain”. The VAS scores were registered in 10-mm intervals. VAS
score 0 was defined as no pain, 10 to 30 as mild pain, and 40 to 100
as moderate–severe pain.22 If the investigators suspected Central
Post Stroke Pain, the patient was referred to a neurologist for
diagnosis and treatment according to criteria described in previous
studies.23,24 Patients with shoulder pain at follow-up I were asked if
they had had any kind of poststroke arm training program after
discharge from the hospital (yes/no). We used question 1 and 2 in the
Short Form 36 item health survey (SF-36) to register the patients’
self-perceived general health at present and 1 year ago.25 These
questions are part of a full analysis of SF-36 for this patient group
that has been published previously.26 If the patient’s cognitive
function rendered the assessment of shoulder pain difficult, we also
interviewed the spouse, other family members, or contact persons
among nursing home personnel.

Clinical Examinations
At both follow ups, the physical therapist (I.L.) performed the
following examinations:
1. Arm motor function was assessed by asking the patient to
elevate his or her arms to 90°, from this position supinate his

or her hands and keep this position for 10 seconds. This
assessment has been found reliable in a test at Uppsala
University Hospital of the Motor Assessment Scale (MAS)27
and the new version is called M-MAS UAS-95.28 In our study,
the arm motor function was registered on a scale (1 to 3) with
1 indicating loss of motor function, 2 reduced motor function,
and 3 normal function.
2. Sensory disturbance (yes/no) for light touch of the arm was
registered.
3. Subluxation was registered as present/not present by palpation
with the patient in a sitting position.29

Statistical Analysis
Using Mann–Whitney and 2 test, we examined if there was an
association between shoulder pain and the variables specified under
the subheading “baseline assessments,” characteristics of patient
groups at follow-up I regarding functional status (BI), questions 1
and 2 of SF-36, arm motor function, sensory disturbance for light
touch, and subluxation. The individual shoulder pain VAS scores and
frequency of shoulder pain at the 2 follow ups were compared using
Wilcoxon signed rank test. The association between shoulder pain at
follow-up I/II and the following baseline variables was tested with
forward logistic regression analysis: diabetes mellitus, NIHSS total
score, NIHSS item 5 (arm motor function),16 gender, age, main type
and subtype of stroke. Probability values of ⬍0.05 were considered
significant.

Results
At follow-up I, 327 patients were assessed (68 of the 416
initially included patients were dead, 19 declined to participate, and 2 could not be located); thus, 94% of the survivors
were followed up. At follow-up II, 19 further patients were
dead and 3 declined to participate; thus, 305 patients (99% of
the survivors) were assessed at this time. The patient flow
chart is illustrated in the Figure. Assistance with pain assessments from personnel, spouse, or other family members was
needed for 12% of the patients at both follow ups. Demographic baseline characteristics of the patients are shown in
Table 1. At baseline, 98% of the patients reported that they
had been independent before stroke.

Follow-Up I
Shoulder pain with onset after stroke was reported by 71 patients
(22%). The groups with and without shoulder pain with onset
after stroke are presented in Table 2. Among the patients without
shoulder pain, 21% had a shoulder pain history before stroke,
whereas a larger proportion (28%; not significant) among the 71
patients had experienced shoulder pain at any time before the
stroke. A larger proportion of patients were independent in the
group without shoulder pain (75%) than in the group with
shoulder pain (37%) after stroke. We found a relation between
the prevalence of shoulder pain and arm motor function. The
proportion of shoulder pain was 83% among patients with no
motor function, 50% among patients with reduced arm motor
function, but only 5% among patients with normal arm motor
function (P⬍0.001). Characteristics of shoulder pain after stroke
are specified in Table 3. A large proportion of the patients with
shoulder pain were restricted in different activities of daily life.
Only 4 patients had shoulder pain related to Central Post Stroke
Pain. Among the 71 patients, 42 reported that they had some
kind of poststroke arm training program after discharge from the
hospital.
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Patient flow chart.
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Follow-Up II
At follow-up II, 74 (24%) of the 305 patients had shoulder
pain, 46 of them with pain onset between baseline and
follow-up I and 28 patients with pain onset after follow-up I.
Approximately the same proportion of patients had a shoulder
pain history before stroke, 22% and 23%, respectively (not
significant), in the groups without and with shoulder pain.
The total number of patients with shoulder pain onset during
the study period was 71⫹28⫽99 patients (30% of the 327
patients at follow-up I).

shoulder pain at follow-up II. The pain frequency (P⫽0.007)
and also pain when dressing (P⫽0.025) were reduced among
the 46 patients who still had shoulder pain at follow-up II
(Table 3). Also, pain intensity for the 41 patients able to score
VAS at follow-up II was lower than at follow-up I (median
score 50 versus 40, P⫽0.003). However, among these 41
patients, 25 still had moderate–severe pain at follow-up II.
Among the total of 99 patients with shoulder pain as specified
under the subheading “Follow-Up II”, 11 reported a relation
between shoulder pain and a fall accident.

Evolution of Shoulder Pain With Time

Predictors of Shoulder Pain

Among the 63 survivors at follow-up II who reported shoulder pain at follow-up I, 17 patients (27%) had no remaining

As presented in Table 2, the univariate analyses show
significant differences at follow-up I in patients with or

TABLE 1.

Baseline Variables and Their Relation to Shoulder Pain at Follow-Ups I and II
Follow-Up I

Male, n (%)

Total
(n⫽327)

No Shoulder
Pain* (n⫽256)

195 (60)

150 (59)

Follow-Up II
Shoulder
Pain* (n⫽71)
45 (63)

Total
(n⫽305)

No Shoulder
Pain* (n⫽231)

182 (60)

135 (58)

Shoulder
Pain* (n⫽74)
47 (64)

Age, mean

73.1

73.3

72.3

72.5

72.6

72.2

Age, range

17–102

32–102

17–96

17–96

17–95

32–96

5.4

3.9

5.1

4.1

Shoulder pain history before stroke, n (%)

NIHSS mean score

74 (23)

54 (21)

20 (28)

10.8†

67 (22)

50 (22)

17 (23)

8.0†

Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

48 (15)

33 (13)

15 (21)

43 (14)

29 (13)

14 (19)

Main type stroke, n (%)
Cerebral infarction

292 (89)

227 (89)

65 (92)

272 (89)

203 (88)

69 (93)

Intracerebral hemorrhage

21 (6)

18 (7)

3 (4)

19 (6)

15 (6)

4 (5)

Subarachnoid hemorrhage

13 (4)

10 (4)

3 (4)

13 (4)

12 (5)

1 (1)

Undefined

1 (0.3)

1 (0.4)

䡠䡠䡠

1 (0.3)

1 (0.4)

䡠䡠䡠

Lacunar syndromes

105 (32)

83 (33)

22 (31)

101 (33)

76 (33)

25 (34)

Partial anterior circulation syndrome

108 (36)

85 (37)

23 (31)

52 (17)

41 (18)

11 (15)

Subtype stroke, n (%)
117 (36)

100 (39)

17 (24)

Posterior circulation syndrome

54 (16)

47 (18)

7 (10)

Total anterior circulation syndrome

38 (12)

16 (6)

22 (31)

31 (10)

17 (7)

14 (19)

Subarachnoid hemorrhage

13 (4)

10 (4)

3 (4)

13 (4)

12 (5)

1 (1)

†

‡

% indicates proportion of the total group in each column.
*Shoulder pain with onset after stroke; †P⬍0.001, significant differences between the groups with and without shoulder pain; ‡P⬍0.05, significant differences
between the groups with and without shoulder pain.
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TABLE 2.

Characteristics of Patient Groups at Follow-Up I
Shoulder Pain With
Onset After Stroke
Total n⫽71, N (%)

No Shoulder Pain With
Onset After Stroke
Total n⫽256, N (%)

P
⬍0.001

Functional status*
Independence

26 (37)

193 (75)

Moderate dependence

22 (31)

43 (17)

Major dependence

23 (32)

20 (8)

Self perceived ill health†

16 (23)

21 (8)

⬍0.001

Self perceived much worse health now than
1 year ago†

32 (45)

46 (18)

⬍0.001

No function

19 (27)

4 (2)

Reduced function

40 (56)

40 (15)

Normal function

12 (17)

212 (83)

Sensory disturbance for light touch‡

22 (31)

17 (7)

⬍0.001

Subluxation

29 (41)

10 (4)

⬍0.001

⬍0.001

Arm motor function
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*Independence indicates BI 95–100, moderate dependence BI 60 –90, severe dependence BI 0 –55; †questions 1
and 2 of the SF-36 Health Survey; ‡two patients with pain and 3 patients without pain could not be assessed as a
result of bad general condition.

without shoulder pain regarding functional status (BI), selfperceived health, sensory disturbance, subluxation, and particularly arm motor function.
The logistic regression analysis showed that low general
status (NIHSS) (P⫽0.008) and loss or reduction of arm motor
function at baseline (NIHSS item 5) (P⫽0.03) were independently related to prevalence of shoulder pain at follow-up I.
At follow-up II, only loss or reduction of arm motor function
at baseline (NIHSS item 5) was an independent predictor of
shoulder pain (P⬍0.001).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first report of a significant
association between lost or reduced arm motor function and
shoulder pain in a population-based group of patients after
stroke assessed by repeated clinical examinations and personal interviews over 16 months. Poor arm motor function
and its relation to shoulder pain has been previously described,3,4,13,14 but the considerably larger proportion of
shoulder pain in patients with complete loss of arm motor
function compared with the patient group with reduced arm
motor function is a novel finding. Our results indicate that
low general status at baseline (NIHSS) and affected arm
motor function are predictors of shoulder pain after stroke.
The large proportions of patients with frequent shoulder
pain at both follow ups indicate a need for a more active pain
treatment. Insufficient pain relief might otherwise obstruct
rehabilitation of the arm function with a consequent risk of
persisting arm dysfunction and reduced possibilities to carry
out professional as well as leisure activities. The patients with
shoulder pain assessed their general health to be worse than
the group without shoulder pain. Depression and reduced
quality of life among patients after stroke with pain has been
described,12 but it has not been clearly established if these
factors are directly related to the severity of pain, higher
degree of impairment, or other factors.

Our finding that 22% and 24% of the patients at follow-ups
I and II, respectively, experienced shoulder pain with onset
after stroke corresponds well with 23% 6 months after stroke
in another population-based study,3 in which a questionnaire
rather than clinical examination was used for assessment of
pain. In our study, shoulder pain occurred in a comparatively
larger proportion of the total group of 327 patients (22%)
within the first 4 months after stroke than between follow-ups
I and II (8%).
Assessment of shoulder pain after stroke could be facilitated if a definition of shoulder pain after stroke could be
agreed on internationally. The term PULP (Post-Stroke Upper
Limb Pain) has been suggested.10 Another challenge is to
distinguish shoulder pain related to stroke from other types of
shoulder pain.10 Other possible contributing factors worth
considering in relation to shoulder pain may be, for example,
rheumatic disease or trauma.3 In patients with stroke, impaired postural control and balance may increase the fall risk,
which may result in shoulder pain.30
The correlation between shoulder pain and subluxation,
and also the methods of diagnosing subluxation, have been
discussed in several reports.31,32 In our study, we could not
examine the patients radiologically, but we assessed subluxation by palpation as a screening method, which has been
described previously.32
Possible strategies to prevent shoulder pain have been
discussed. In one report, it is recommended that patients with
stroke should be taught to use a range-of-motion exercise
program to prevent complications such as shoulder pain.31
There is also evidence that the efficacy of supportive devices
in preventing subluxation and shoulder pain should be tested
in randomized trials.33 Another recent report suggests that
electrostimulation may have a potential as treatment to promote motor recovery and possibly prevent shoulder pain, but
further studies must be more carefully designed to obtain
more reliable results.34

Lindgren et al
TABLE 3. Characteristics of Shoulder Pain With Onset After Stroke
Follow-Up I,
Total n⫽71,
n (%)

Follow-Up II,
Total n⫽74‡,
n (%)

0–2 weeks after stroke
onset

39 (55)

25 (32)

2 weeks–2 months after
stroke

21 (30)

14 (19)

⬎2 months after stroke

11 (15)

35 (47)

8 (11)

4 (5)

Pain onset

Pain frequency*
Constantly
Often (daily)

52 (73)

44 (60)

Occasionally (ⱕonce a
week)

11 (16)

26 (35)

Movements

69 (97)

69 (93)

Rest

16 (23)

17 (23)

11 (16)

11 (15)
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than excluding patients who cannot fully respond by
themselves.37
Sensory disturbance in the form of pin-prick sensation could
have been added to our study. However, more complex sensory
modalities would have been difficult to perform because patients
with dysphasia, cognitive dysfunction, and/or affected body
awareness may have difficulties cooperating.

Conclusions
Almost one third of the 327 patients developed shoulder pain
after stroke onset, the majority of whom had moderate–severe
pain. Shoulder pain restricts patients’ daily life after stroke.
The increased risk of shoulder pain for patients with impaired
arm motor function and/or low general status needs close
attention in poststroke care.

Sources of Funding

Situations with pain*
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Pain when dressing*
Constantly
Often

25 (35)

12 (16)

Occasionally

13 (18)

19 (26)

Pain hinders in ambulation*
Constantly
Often
Occasionally

6 (9)

4 (5)

14 (20)

6 (8)

14 (20)

14 (19)

VAS ⬎40 previous 48
hours*†

48 (79)

41 (59)

Pharmacologic pain
treatment*

32 (45)

31 (42)

*The patients’ report of the situation at the time of the interview; †10 and 5
patients could not score VAS at follow-ups I and II, respectively; ‡46 patients
with pain onset before follow-up I and 28 patients with pain onset after
follow-up I.

Methodological Aspects
An advantage of our study is the population-based design
with a well-defined catchment area and a careful case ascertainment and the thoroughness in following up the patients resulting
in very few dropouts. The varying results in previous studies
may be caused by different methods of assessment and different
study designs making it difficult to compare our results with
other studies.
Limitations of our study include that 14% of the patients at
follow-up I and 7% at follow-up II were not able to score
VAS because of dysphasia, severe cognitive impairment, or
difficulty to discriminate pain from other pathological sensations (Table 3). These factors indicate a difficulty for patients
with stroke to describe their situation and also a complexity
for healthcare personnel to interpret the patients’ descriptions.
It could have been of interest to use a pain diary to enable the
patients to assess their pain continuously,35 but some of the
patients would have been unable to fulfill the assessment for
the previously mentioned reasons. Other methods to assess
pain are possible but also have restrictions, eg, the Ritchie
Articular Index36 measures pain in a passive movement
situation. The use of proxies has been found feasible rather

Disclosures
None.
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